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SPRING’S
RUNWAY
COLLECTIONS
WERE NOTHING
SHORT OF
AMAZING:
exuberant brights,
sexy shades, white-onwhite-on-white and
crisp graphic lines, not
to mention gorgeous
florals and fierce
artistic flourishes. But
all come second to the
inspiring, fascinating
models bringing them
to life on the following
pages. Meet the true
headliners, local
standouts who make
being awesome, kind,
smart, uplifting and
daring the year’s
best trends.
BY S TA C E Y M A K I YA &
BRIE THALMANN

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY
HAROLD JULIAN
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SPECS-TACULAR
ASHLEY MARIKO JOHNSON’S FUTURE IS SO BRIGHT, she
decided to make shades. The 35-year-old Punahou alum is the creator
of Mohala (which means to shine and be free in Hawaiian) Eyewear, a
sunglasses brand that is designed to make women feel great, confident
and feminine. “I learned that most eyewear companies who produce
women’s sunglasses are operated by men, which dilutes the branding,”
says Johnson. “For our product, I worked with a female German designer
who has been creating eyewear—for Gucci, Prada and Tom Ford—for

over 20 years.” Each high-quality, chic pair comes with hypoallergenic
frames, is made with nontoxic renewable sources, and provides 100 percent
protection against UVA and UVB rays. Johnson hasn’t lost sight of another
reason she created the brand—to give back. “Room to Read is a nonprofit
doing incredible work to change the educational future for girls in Africa and
Asia. For every pair we sell, one week of school is donated to the nonprofit,”
explains Johnson. She credits Mohala for teaching her the power of
connecting with people—and shining a spotlight on women and education.
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